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ABSTRACT 
Sisca Putri Saraswati, 2019. A Socio-Pragmatics Analysis on Refusal Strategies 
Used by Male and Female Characters in Friends Season 7. Thesis. English 
Letters Study Program, Cultures and Languages Faculty. 
Advisor  :  Dr. SF. Luthfie Arguby Purnomo, S.S., M.Hum 
Key Words  : Socio-Pragmatics, Social Dimension of Communication, Refusal, 
Component of Speech, and Friends 
 
Socio-Pragmatics competence is the ability to adjust speech strategies 
appropriately according to different social variables such as the degree of 
imposition, social dominace and distance between participants of conversation, 
and participant rights and obligations in communcation. The aim of the research is 
to analyze (1) What types of refusal are found in Friends season 7?, (2) Why do 
male and female characters use particular refusal strategies in Friends season 7?. 
This research objective is to show the reader about the types of refusal strategy 
and the reason of the characters perform the refusal strategy. 
In order to reach the research objective, this research uses descriptive-
qualitative method because the data are the utterances by male and female 
characters in Friends Season 7. The data source is the video of Friends Season 7. 
The data are analyzed by using refusal strategies by Rubin (1983). The data 
analysis is then comprehended by social dimension of communication by Holmes 
(1992) and theory of indirectness by Thomas (1995). The researcher is checking 
on validation by giving the data to the expert in order to validate the data which 
are found in this Friends Season 7.  
Based on the analysis, there are 79 data classified into the  refusal 
strategies. The result of the research can be seen as follow: be silent, hesitate, 
show lack of enthusiasm; offer an alternative; postponement (delaying answer); 
put the blame on third party or something over which you have no control; 
avoidance; divert and distract the addressee; general acceptance with excuse; and 
say what is inappropiate. The reasons are to be polite and to show the respect, to 
express feeling, to maintain a harmonious relationship, to convey the meaning 
whatone’s say explicity, and to increase the force of one’s message. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
Language has an important role in our lives. It is used as a communication. 
By using language, people can express their thought to each other in the form of 
ideas, information, or opinion, either concrete or abstract for the past and future 
(Effendi, 1990:11). People interact with each other by language to share 
information, express feeling, ask a question, make a request, protest, apologize, 
thank, do the greeting, do farewell, do agreement, and do refusal. In many cases, 
language seems to have as many different functions as the occasions for using 
language. In this world, people have different needs, wishes, and opinions in 
society. They can refuse something by polite words or impolite words. Refusal is 
one of the familiar utterances used in communication. 
Sociolinguistics is the study of the relationship between language and 
society. It explains about why people speak differently in the different social 
context and is concerned with identifying the social functions of language and the 
ways it is used to convey social meaning (Holmes,1992:1). It can be said that 
sociolinguistics describes the relationship between language and society, the 
social functions of language and the way people use language in the different 
social context and speech community. 
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Pragmatics is concerned with the study of meaning as communicated by a 
speaker and interpreted by a listener. It has consequently more to do with the 
analysis of what people mean by their utterances than what the words or phrases 
in those utterances might mean by themselves (Yule:1996). Pragmatics is the 
study of the use and meaning of utterances to their situations, it has become  more 
and more important branch of linguistics. Pragmatics is study of contextual 
meaning, Pragmatics is the study explores how a great deal of what is unsaid is 
recognized as part of what is communicated (Pragmatics is the study of how more 
gets communicated than is said). 
In communicating, people usually consider several aspect, it depends on 
the situation that they have to face. Besides, it is also influenced by social status 
between the speaker and the interlocutor. They used different utterances in saying 
words in different situations. The different utterances also come when they face a 
situation in which they have to perform refusal. 
 Refusal is an unpleasant response which is usually found in everybody's 
daily conversation because everybody always wants their statement to be 
accepted. However, different person has different ideas or beliefs that make them 
impossible to always accept others. The more refusals are given by a person the 
higher the possibility to cause unpleasant feelings between the speaker. As a 
result, a good relationship between them can be broke down. To avoid such an 
unpleasant condition, the speakers have to use a certain strategy that enables them 
to express their refusals without hurting another feeling. This is because 
everybody wants to look nice in front of others. 
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 Mainly, refusal is a part of the discussion in speech acts, pragmatics. It 
belongs to pragmatic study because it uses much depend on the context of the 
situation. Different context of situation makes refusals delivered in various ways. 
The context in pragmatics includes place, time, distance, power, and rank of 
imposition. As these contexts are unable to cover all of the uses of refusals, 
another linguistics study that deals with refusals are sociolinguistics, a study of 
language in relation to society. In sociolinguistics, the context is more widely 
opened. Sex, ages, social status, customs, and beliefs are contexts that constribute 
to the way how refusals are delivered. One of influential context that determine 
different choice of refusal strategy is sex. Males and females seem to have 
different strategy in expressing their refusals. 
Refusal is an utterance that psychologically influenced by both interaction 
and communication. Both speaker and hearer should know, realize and consider 
some particular aspects in communication dealing with language use. Refusal 
usually begins with an invitation, requirement, forbidding, offers, and way of 
speaker deliver the intention before. Then it will be responded by uttering 
utterance which act for refusing offered or else. In other words, whenever 
someone declines to take or accept it means a refusal (Weiser in Wolfson, 
1983:13). 
Since refusal can risk interpersonal relations of the speaker, it includes 
some strategies to avoid offending the interlocutor. According to (Rubin:1983), 
there are nine ways to say “no” as the strategies of refusal. They are mostly 
performed as indirect ways of refusal, the strategies are as follow: 1) Be silent, 
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hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm;(2) Offer an alternative;(3) Postponement;(4) 
Put the blame on a third party or something over which you have no control;(5) 
Avoidance;(6) General acceptance of an offer but giving no details;(7) Divert and 
distract the addressee;(8) General acceptance with excuse;(9) Say what is offered 
is inappropriate. 
The indirect refusal is considered more polite than the direct one. 
According to Thomas (1996:143), a variety of reasons has been put forward for 
the universal use of indirectness, including: (1) The desire to make one’s language 
more or less interesting; (2) To increase the force of one’s message; (3) 
Competing goal; (4) Politeness or regard for face. 
In the other words, whenever someone declines to take or  accept, it means 
a refusal. For example, according to Wolfson (1983:13)  
(1). Phoebe:How old are you? 
Whitney:Why do you ask? How old do you think? 
From conversation”Why do you ask? How old do you think?”, the speaker 
blames to answer or to tell her age. It will be direct refuse if she answers the 
question “ I don’t want to know my old”. Refusal is close relation to the word 
“no”. There are many ways to conduct the word “no” beside to say direct “no”. 
There is also indirect ways to say “no” like the example above. People use 
indirect “no” usually who want to refuse politely. Phoebe is strange people for 
Whitney, They met for the first time. When Phoebe asked “How old are you?”, 
Phoebe wants to know about Whitney’s age, but Whitney shows a refusal with 
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giving the blame. Whitney thinks that it is not important to answer because 
Phoebe is strange people for her. Whitney refuses Phoebe’s question because 
there is a social distance between them. 
Friends is an American television sitcom, created by David Crane and 
Marta Kauffman, which aired on NBC from September 22, 1994, to May 6, 2004. 
There were 236 episodes. It is about six friends who lived in Manhattan, New 
York City. They were in their 20s and 30s. The name of the “friends” were: 
Monica, Rachel, Phoebe, Ross, Chandler, and Joey. 
DATA 
Coding : 1|E1||OAA|Phoe|Ross| 
Ross : Can I bring her in ? 
Phoebe :Let her stay. It’s sweet. 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Types of Refusal Strategies 
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Figure 1.2 Types of Refusal Strategies 
 
From figure 1.2 types of refusal strategies, it can be seen that 
Phoebe refuses Ross’s command. The refusal strategies can be seen as “ 
offer an alternative”. The type of refusal is offer an alternative, because at 
the situation, Ross ordering to bring Monica in, because Monica very 
happy and screaming at balcony (it’s very disturbing), but Phoebe refused 
Ross’s ordering. Based on the phenomenon above the researcher tries to 
conduct a research entitled “ A Socio-Pragmatics Analysis On Refusal 
Strategies Used By Male and Female Characters in Friends Season 7” 
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B. Limitation of the Problem 
The researcher limits the analysis of refusal utterances in Friends 
season 7 and only focuses with indirect refusal utterance by all characters 
in Friends series season 7. In other word, the researcher focused on 
Friends season 7 by using Socio-Pragmatics Approach, Refusal, 
Components of Speech , and Friends. 
C. Problem Statement of the Research 
Based on the background of the study above, the problem statement of 
this research are: 
1. What types of refusal are found by male and female characters in 
Friends season 7? 
2. Why do male and female characters use particular refusal strategies in 
Friends season 7? 
D. Objective of the Research 
Based on the research background, the problems of the research are as 
follows : 
1. To find out the kinds of refusal strategies employed by male and 
female characters in Friends season 7. 
2. To explain why the male and female characters in Friends season 7 use 
such kind of way in expressing refusal. 
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E. Benefit of the Research  
In this research, the writer hopes that this research will give some benefits: 
1. Practical Benefit 
a.  This research will give more information to the readers about 
refusal strategies and also help them to understand more about 
refusal 
b. The readers are able to know about the reason of refuse an 
invitation, suggestion and etc. 
2. Theoretical Benefit  
a. The researcher wants to complete the previous Socio-Pragmatics 
study. 
b. The researcher will give contribution in Pragmatics studies 
especially in refusal strategies. 
 
F. Key Terms 
1. Socio-Pragmatics 
Socio-Pragmatics competence is the ability to adjust speech 
strategies appropriately according to different social variables such as 
the degree of imposition, social dominance and distance between 
participants of conversation, and participants right and obligation in 
communication (Harlow, 1990). 
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2. Social Dimension of Communication 
Holmes (1992:376) states four dimensions are reflected during the 
process of communication, namely: social distance scale, status scale, 
formality scale, and function scale. 
3. Refusal 
Refusal can be tricky speech acts to perform linguistically and 
psychologically since the possibility of offending the interlocutor is 
inherent in the act itself (Kwon, 2004). 
4. Components of Speech  
Hymes suggests that are eight components of speech that the 
ethnographer should look for. Those are situation, participants, ends, 
act sequence, key, instrumentalities, norm and genre (Hymes, 1974:59-
65). 
5. Friends   
Friends is an American television sitcom (1994-2004), created by 
David Crane and Marta Kauffman, which aired on NBC from 
September 22, 1994 to May 6, 2004.  
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION 
1. SOCIO-PRAGMATICS 
Socio-pragmatics is the sociological interface of pragmatics 
(Leech, 1983, p. 10) involving speaker and hearer beliefs built on relevant 
social and cultural values. Thus, socio-pragmatic competence is the ability 
to adjust speech strategies appropriately according to different social 
variables such as the degree of imposition, social dominace and distance 
between participants of conversation, and participant rights and 
obligations in communcation (Harlow :1990). 
Sociolinguistics is the study of the relationship between language 
and society. It is interested in explaining why people speak differently in 
the different social context and is concerned with identifying the social 
functions of language and the ways it is used to convey social meaning 
(Holmes,1992:1). It can be said that sociolinguistics describes the 
relationship between language and society, the social functions of 
language and the way people use language in the different social context 
and speech community. 
According to Hudson, sociolinguistics is the study of language in 
relation to the society (1996:1). It is confirmed by Hymes saying that 
sociolinguistics refers to correlation between language and societies, and 
between particular linguistics and social phenomenon (1974:7). 
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Chaika defines sociolinguistics as the study of the way people use 
language in social interactions of all kinds (1994:2). Sociolingustics 
examines how language works in any kinds of situation. Similarly, 
Wardhaugh also states that Sociolinguistics concerns with investigating 
the relationship between language and society with the goal being better 
understanding of the structure of language and of how languages function 
in communication (1998:12). It means that sociolinguistics is concerned 
with how people use language when they interact to each other, what the 
language patterns they use and how languages function in communication. 
Macro sociolingusitics is a term used to cover secular linguistics, 
the sociology of language and other areas involving the study of relative 
large group of speakers (Trudgill, 1992:52). It emphasizes its study on the 
society that is in relativity large group of people or speakers of such 
language. Coulmas (1997:2) in Wardaudh says that macro sociolinguistics 
studies what the societies do with their languages, that is attitude and 
attachments that account for the functional distribution of speech form in 
society, language shift, maintenance, and replacement, the delimitation 
and interaction of speech communities (Wardaugh, 1998:13). 
Micro sociolinguistics is a term that covers the study of face to face 
interaction, discourse analysis, conversation analysis, and other areas of 
sociolinguistics involving the study of relatively small group of speakers 
(Trudgill, 1992:52). According to Coulmas in Wardhaugh, micro 
linguistics investigates how social structure  influences the way people talk 
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and how language varieties and patterns of use correlate with social 
attributes such as class, sex and age (Wardaugh, 1998:13) 
Pragmatics is concerned with the study of meaning as 
communicated by a speaker and interpreted by a listener. It has 
consequently more to do with the analysis of what people mean by their 
utterances than what the words or phrases in those utterances might mean 
by themselves (Yule:1996). Pragmatics is the study of the use and 
meaning of utterances to their situations, it has become a more and more 
important branch of linguistics (Yule:1996). Pragmatics is study of 
contextual meaning, Pragmatics is the study that explores how a great deal 
of what is unsaid is recognized as part of what is communicated 
(Pragmatics is the study of how more gets communicated than is said). 
Indirect speech acts are generally associated with greater politeness 
in English than direct speech acts. According to Thomas (1995:143), a 
variety of reasons have been put forward for the universal use of 
indirectness. They are: 
a. The desire to make one’s language more or less interesting. 
b. To increase the force of one’s language. 
c. Competing goals. 
d. Politeness or regard for face. 
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Thomas (1995:124) also states that there are several factors which 
influence the speaker to use indirectness. They are : 
1. The relative power of the speaker over the hearer 
The general point is the speaker tend to use a greater degree of 
indirectness with people who have some powers or authorities than to 
those who do not. Power classified into : 
a. Legitimate power. 
Legitimate power means someone’s power over the other person 
by virtue of role, age, or status. 
b. Referent power. 
Referent power means someone’s power over the other because the 
other person admires and to be like him or her in some respect. 
c. Expert power 
Expert power means someone’s power over the other because the 
he has some special knowledge or expertise which the other person 
needs. For example, if an individual has great expertise in 
computing, he or she may have considerable power over someone 
who desperately needs to draw on that knowledge. 
2. The social distance between the speker and the hearer 
According to Leech, the term social distance is seen as a composite of 
psychologically real factors (status, age, sex, degree of intimacy, etc).  
3. Size of Imposition 
Size of imposition means the degree of request that we make. 
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4. Relative rights and obligations between the speaker and hearer  
Rights and obligations explain a situation in which a speech act 
involving a major imposition is performed with a minimal degree of 
indirectness. 
 
2. SOCIAL DIMENSION OF COMMUNICATION 
Holmes (1992:376) states that there are four dimensions reflected 
during the process of communication, namely: social distance scale, 
status scale, formality scale, and function scale. 
 
a. A social distance scale concerned with participants relationships 
The solidarity - Social distance scale 
Intimate or close - Distant 
High solidarity - Low solidarity 
Dimension of social distance is a solidarity dimension taking 
account for pattern of linguistics interaction. The discussion of this 
dimension always connects with participant’s relationship. It is useful in 
emphasizing that how well the participants know each other is one of the 
most important factors in affecting the pattern of communication. How 
close and far the participant’s relationship is shown by these scales. 
Language of solidarity based on Holmes (1992:378) is in group language 
that identifies certain group difference, existence, or solidarity among the 
group members. 
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b. A status scale concerned with participants relationship 
The social status scale 
Superior - High status 
Subordinate - Lower status 
Other name of the dimension of status scale is the dimension of 
power scale of participant. Dimension of status or power scale is the 
dimension that accounts for a variety of linguistic differences in the way 
people speak (ibid, 378). People speak in a way which signals their status 
or power in a society. 
 
c. A formality scale relating to the setting or type of interaction 
The formality scale 
Formal – High formality 
Low – Low formality 
The formality dimension is the dimension that accounts for speech 
variation in different settings or contexts. This scale is useful in assessing 
the influence of the social setting or types of interaction on the language 
choices. People will choose a certain variety of linguistic choices in 
accordance with the context of setting communication takes place whether 
a formal or informal occasion. For example, in a law court, a very formal 
setting will influence the language used regardless of the personal 
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relationship between the speaker. For everyday friendly conversation, 
people usually use casual language (informal language). 
d. Two Function scale relating to the purpose or topic of interaction 
The function of an interaction can also be an important influence 
on its linguistic form. The function dimension here covers referential 
meaning and affective social meaning. The two in this scale are 
particularly pervasive and basic. The linguistic features of a certain 
interaction with referential meaning are strongly influenced by the 
information they need to convey and it can express how someone is 
feeling. 
3. REFUSAL 
Refusal is speech act performed when people do not intend to 
accept an action. Refusal occurs when someone gives negative responses 
of what the speaker request, demands, commands, offers, invites, and 
suggests. Refusal can be expressed by directly or indirectly. 
Refusal is a face-threatening act to the listener or requester or 
inviter, because it contradicts his or her opinion, and is often realized 
through indirect strategies (Chen :1996). Refusal utterance is an utterance 
that psychologically influences both interaction and communication. Both 
speaker and hearer should know, realize and consider some particular 
aspects in communication dealing with language use. Refusal appearing 
usually begins with invitations, requirement, forbidding, offers and way of 
speaker deliver his or her intention before. Then the hearer will respond by 
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uttering utterance, which act refusing offered or else. In other words, 
whenever someone declines to take or accept it means a refusal. 
Rubin in Wolfson (1983:10) states that one needs to be able to 
recognize that a respodent has refused what the speaker has demanded, 
solicitied, or offered. He divides the expression into nine strategies as 
follows:  
1. Be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm 
Being silent and saying nothing for refuse a request, when the 
speaker refuse for hearer’s request because the speaker feel 
hesitate and show a lack of enthusiam. The speaker chooses for 
being silent. 
Chandler: but I don’t think I can be around that dog 
anymore,okay? So either the dog goes or I go. 
Rachel : (Rachel keeps silent) 
 
2. Offer an alternative 
In some cases, in order to offend or to direct the conversation 
away from the request, the addressee may divert attention by 
suggesting an alternative. The speaker giving the hearer an 
alternative, offer an alternative is more polite refusal: 
Ross: Can I bring her in? 
Phoebe: Let’s her stay. It’s sweet. 
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3. Postponement (delaying answer) 
Delaying answer or postponement is when the speaker 
gives an expectation to the hearer that the speaker will receive 
hearer’s request soon as possible. In responding a request or an 
invitation, it can be expressed by postponement or delaying 
answer. The speaker gives an expectation to the hearer that a 
request or an invitation or a suggestion will be done soon. For 
example: 
Chandler: Know what I mean? 
Monica: Yeah, but I don’t think we have time 
4. Put the blame on a third party or something over which you 
have no control 
One of the strategies of refusing request, an invitation, an 
offer, a command, and a suggestion is by blaming on the third 
party or something over which you have no control. For 
example: 
 
Chandler: You know what would work? Stop making candy. 
Monica: But they like it 
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5. Avoidance  
One way to answer a question or an offer is to avoid 
responding directly. For example: 
Chandler: We love and respect one another too much. 
Monica: But still,no 
6. Genereal acceptance of an offer but giving no details. 
When the speaker refuses hearer’s request but giving no 
detail. The speaker does not give an expectation or anything for 
the hearer. 
A: Let’s have a cup of coffee in Starbuck tonight 
B: Insha Allah. (God willing), (equivalent to “yes” and 
equivalent to “no”) 
7. Divert and distract the addressee 
One strategy to refuse a request, a command, an invitation, 
an offer, or a suggestion is by diverting or distracting the 
utterance to the addressee. For example:  
Ross: You can’t get out of this. You have to learn how to ride a 
bike. 
Phoebe: Why ? Why do I have to learn? 
 
A: How old are you? 
B: Why do you ask? How old you think? (Weiser:1976) 
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8. General acceptance with excuse 
One way to refuse an invitation, a request, or an offer is by 
giving a good comment first. The speaker gives a positive 
response. Then the speaker usually adds the word but 
indicating the speaker does not accept what the inviter or 
requester wants. For example : 
 
Phoebe: May I please stay with you nice people? 
Monica: I wish he could stay but Chandler allergic. 
 
A: We will go to sturbuck. Do you want to join? 
B: Its good idea but I think I can’t. 
 
9. Say what is offered is inappropriate 
One of refusal strategies is by saying that what is offered or 
requested or suggested is not appropriates. For example: 
Phoebe: Check it out. I could play this while the guests are 
coming in, okay. 
Monica: Phoebe, no 
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4. COMPONENTS OF SPEECH 
Hymes suggests that there are eight components of speech that the 
ethnographer should look for. Those are situation, participants, ends, 
act sequence, key, instrumentalities, norm and genre. (Hymes, 
1974:59-65) 
a. Situation  
The situation (S) consists of setting and scene that describe 
the conversation occurs. The setting refers to time and place or 
the concrete physical circumstance in which a speech takes 
place. The scene refers to the abstract psychological setting or 
cultural definition of an occasion as formal or informal, serious 
or festive. 
b. Participants 
Participants (P) are person or individual involving in a 
speech event. The participants consist of speaker-listener. It 
deals with who is speaking and who is speaker speaking to. 
Speaker, mean the people who deliver a message. Listener 
means the person to whom the message is delivered. 
 
c. Ends 
Ends (E) means the purpose of an event. It can be divided 
into outcomes and goals. Outcomes that enter into the 
definition of speech event can be described as the purpose of 
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speech based on the cultural point of view. The goal of a 
speech is a purpose of each participant during communication. 
In other words, it can be seen as a negotiation among 
participants to make an agreement toward the topic discussed. 
Thus, there is a different goal of the participants. 
d. Act sequence  
Acts sequence (A) consists of message form (how 
something is said) and message content (what is said). Both 
message form and message content involve communicative 
skills that vary from one culture to another. 
e. Key  
Key (K) refers to the tone, manner, or spirit in which a 
speech is carried out, whether it is mock or serious, perfunctory 
or painstaking. In addition, key also refers to the feeling, 
atmosphere, and attitude. For better understanding of term 
“key”, the definition of “key” in details is given as follow: 
 Tone: the general spirit of the scene, such as brave, 
fierce, and fearful 
 Manner: the participant’s way of behavior toward 
others, whether it is polite, impolite, intimate, distant, 
formal, informal, tense, relaxed, serious, mocking, 
respectful. 
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 Feeling: the emotions indicating happiness, terror, 
excitability, anxiety, shock, desperation, anger, 
neutrality, irony, uncertainty, frustation. 
 Atmosphere: the feeling that affect the mind in a place 
or condition, for example : good or solemn. 
 Attitude: the participant’s ways of thinking and 
behaving toward a situation whether it is sympathetic, 
optimistic, pessimistic, resolute, serious, mocking, 
resentful, bitter, etc. 
f. Instrumentalities  
Instrumentalities (I) include both channel and form of 
speech. Hymes describes channel as the way which a message 
a travel from one person to another. The most command  used 
channels are oral and written, but message can also be 
transmitted by such means of telegraph, smoke signals, 
semaphore, etc. 
g. Norm 
Norms (N) refers to the rules use within a conversation and 
interaction. There are two kinds of norm namely norm of 
interaction and norm of interpretation. Both of them are 
determined by cultural aspects of certain community. Norm of 
interaction refers to a set of non-linguistic rules which govern 
when, how, and how often speech occurs, while norm of 
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interpretation tries to understand what is being conveyed 
beyond what is the actual word used. 
h. Genre 
Genre (G) refers to the categories of the speech. It can be a 
poem, myths, tale, proverb, riddle, curse, prayer, oration, 
lecturer, commercial, form letter, editorial. Genre often 
consides with speech events, but may occur in more than one 
different event. 
5. FRIENDS 
Friends is an American television sitcom (1994-2004), created by 
David Crane and Marta Kauffman, which aired on NBC from September 
22, 1994 to May 6, 2004. With an ensemble cast starring Jennifer Aniston, 
Corteney Cox, Lisa Kudrow, Matt LeBlanc, Matthew Perry and David 
Schwimmer, the show revolves around six friends in their 20s and 30s 
who live in Manhattan, New York City. The series was produced by 
Bright, Kauffman, Crane Productions, in association with Warner Bross 
Television. The original executive producers were Kevin s. Bright, 
Kauffman, and Crane. 
The seventh season mainly follows the various antics of Monica 
and Chandler, who begin to plan their wedding and run into financial 
problems which are quickly fixed by Chandler’s secret funds. Joey’s 
television series Mac and C.H.E.E.S.E is cancelled, but he is offered his 
job back on Days of Our Lives. Meanwhile, Ross tries to introduce Ben to 
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Hanukkah with the help of an Armadillo costume Phoebe’s apartment is 
rebuilt, but it now has only one large bedroom instead of the original two, 
so Rachel decides to stay with Joey. The season ends just price to Monica 
and Chandler’s wedding with Phoebe and Rachel finding a positive 
pregnancy test in the bathroom of Monica and Chandler’s apartment. 
 
B. Previous Studies 
To prove the originality of this research, the writer presents the 
previous researchers who have conducted the different study on the socio-
Pragmatics analysis and utterances. The writer found three researchers 
which relates to this research. 
Firstly, the research was conducted by Irena Tomi Aswari, from 
University of Sebelas Maret, 2010. Her research entitled An Analyis of 
Refusal Expressions in “Harry Potter and The Goblet of Fire” Film. The 
result of analysis shows that there are eight types of refusals employed by 
all characters in Harry Potter film. The refusal employed directy and 
indirectly by using refusal strategies theory by Rubin (1983). 
Another research was also done by Rosita Aspaningrum entitled 
Refusals in the Film entitled “In Her Shoes” . The result of the research 
shows that eleven strategies of refusals are employed by the characters in 
the film “In Her Shoes”. They are be silent, hesitate, show lack of 
enthusiasm, offer an alternative, postponement, put the blame on a third 
party or something over which you have no control, avoidance, distract 
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and divert the addressee, general acceptance with excuse, say what is 
offered is innapropriates, refusal with giving reason, refusal without giving 
reason, and refusal with thanking. The refusal are performed directly and 
indirectly. 
The last research is the research by Eka Fitriana entitled “ Refusal 
Strategies Used by Male and Female Students of English Literature in 
Campus Setting of University Brawijaya”. The research shows that there 
are male and female students used different refusal strategies. All males 
tend to use reason or explanation strategy as many as 38 times whereas all 
female mostly used regret or apology strategy for 36 times toward their 
friends. That possible factors that influence the differences of the use 
refusal strategies that male student use categorical statements to refuse 
some requests, an offers, an invitations, and suggestions. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Design 
This research is qualitative research. Qualitaive research is a type 
of research which does not include any calculation or numeration 
(Moeleng, 2007:3). While Bogdan and Taylor in Moleong state that 
qualitative research is a research procedure which brings about descriptive 
data in the form of written or spoken words and behavior available to be 
observed (2007:4). 
This research employs a descriptive method. The objective is to 
describe phenomenon from the data analysis out of which a research 
conclusion will be drawn. According to Surakhmad, descriptive method is 
a kind of research method using the technique of searching, collecting, 
classifying, analyzing the data, interpreting them and finally drawing 
conclusion (2004:13).  
Qualitative methods produce information only on particular cases 
studied (e.g ethnographies paid for by governmental funds which may 
involve research teams), and any more general conclusions are considered 
propositions (informed assertions). In qualitative research, researcher 
holds that understanding of a phenomenon or situation or event comes 
from exploring the totality of the situation (e.g, phenomenology, symbolic 
interactionism), often with accsess to large amounts of “hard data”. It may 
begin as a grounded theory approach with the researcher having no 
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previous understanding of the phenomenon; or the study may commence 
with propositions and proceed in a scientific and empirical way through 
the research process (Bogdan & Taylor, 1990). 
 
B. Data and Source of Data 
In a research, the source of data refers to the subject from which 
the data are obtained (Arikunto, 2006:129). The data appear in a form of 
discourse, sentence, clause, phrase, word, or even morpheme (Subroto, 
1992:7). In conducting this research, the resercher employs a series 
entitled Friends season 7 and the transcript of this series found from 
internet as the source of data. The researcher uses the series of “Friends” 
season 7 as the main source of data. While the transcript of the film found 
from internet is used to support the data in order to make the researcher 
understand the dialogue of the film easily. Therefore, if there is a 
difference between the dialogue in the series and the transcript of the film 
found from internet, the researcher uses the main source of data that is the 
series Friends season 7. The data of this research are the dialogue 
containing refusals expressed by male and female characters in “Friends” 
season 7. 
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C. Technique of Collecting Data 
The researcher is using note-taking technique as method of collecting 
the data. According to Nazir (1998). Note taking is a system for recording 
information which includes the ast name of author, page and related 
information. There are several steps that the resercher used within this 
research,namely : 
1. Watching Friends season 7 for several times in order to understand 
the whole story. 
2. Finding the transcript of the film from internet. 
3. Comparing the dialogs of the series containing refusals and the 
transcript of the series from internet. 
4. Giving marks to each dialog containing refusals. 
5. Classifying the data based on the kinds of refusals. 
6. Coding the data. 
1|E1|OAA|Phoe|Ross|00:00:03,649|Equal| 
1: refers to the number of the datum 
E1: refers to episode in Friends season 7 
Phoe: refers to refusal user 
Ross: refers to suggestion giver 
00:00:03,649: refers to time 
Equal: refers to status scale among the characters 
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D. Technique of Analyzing Data 
According to Turner (1986), the study does not only collect the data 
but this study also analyzed  the data to obtain the result of the study. In 
this research, the technique of analyzing data is conducted in several 
stages, as follows: 
1. Classifying the data based on the kinds of refusals used by male 
and female characters in “Friends” season 7, based on Rubin’s 
classification. 
2. Analyzing and interpreting the data to answer the problem 
statements by describing the type of refusals and how they are 
expressed. 
3. Finding the reason and the factors that influence male and female 
characters in using each kind of refusals. 
4. Drawing conclusion from the analysis of the data and giving 
suggestion. 
E. Research Instrument 
To identify the data, this research needs instruments to collects the 
data, to analyze the data. The instruments make this study easier to finish 
the colllecting data from the study. There are two instruments to support 
the study such as the main instrument and the supporting instrument. The 
main instrument consists of the researcher as the planner, collector, and 
analyzed the data. Meanwhile, the supporting instrument to collect the data 
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and easier to analyze and finish the data from the research consist of 
things. The supporting instruments are pen, notebook, papers, laptop, and 
electronic dictionary. Those are things used the research as the supporting 
to collect and to analyze the data. 
 
F. Data Validation 
Data validation is needed to check the trustworthiness of data. Data 
is one of the essential things for this research. Before the researcher start to 
analyze, the data need to be validated. According to Creswell (2009:352) 
“the validity in qualitative methods is that the research tests the accuracy 
of the data”. The accuracy means that the data need to be valid in order to 
make significant result. In this study, the researcher asks the lecturer in 
order to support the validation of data. After the researcher collected the 
data from Friends season 7, the data are delivered to the expert to gain the 
trustworthiness of data. 
This research uses the help of expert to check and validate the data. 
The researcher uses a practitioner of software developer as validator of the 
research. His profession is founder of I After Smile and as a lecturer in one 
of university in Surakarta. The researcher used the expert in checking the 
data because it is more effective and objective in validating the data. The 
process is used to know whether the data are true as in its category or not. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
A. RESEARCH FINDINGS 
This chapter is the important part of the research as it 
contains the data analysis of the research. The aims of this research 
are to find out the kinds of refusal strategies used by male and 
female characters in “Friends” season 7, and to explain why male 
and female characters in “Friends” season 7 used particular of 
refusal strategies. 
In order to make analysis easier, the researcher makes the 
steps of analysis, they are: the classification of data, the description 
of data, and the analysis of refusals. 
1. The classification of data 
There are 79 dialogues containing indirect refusal 
used by male and female characters are found in 
“Friends” season 7. The data are classified based on the 
strategy of refusal explained by Rubin. 
2. The description of data 
It describes the context of the situation of a 
conversation. This background knowledge supports the 
refusal analysis. 
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3. The analysis of data 
The first problem statement, about what kinds of 
refusal strategies used by male and female characters in 
“Friends” season 7 is answered in this part. The 
strategies chosen by male and female characters are 
analyzed based on Rubin’s classification of refusal. The 
data analysis is then comprehended by Holmes’s theory 
of social dimension of communication and Thomas’s 
theory of indirectness in order to answer the problem 
statement about why the strategies are used. 
1. TYPES OF REFUSAL STRATEGIES USED BY MALE 
AND FEMALE CHARACTERS IN “FRIENDS” SEASON 
7 
After the data are collected, this chapter is the important of 
the research as it contains the data analysis of the research. The 
aims of this research are to find out the kinds of refusal strategies 
used by male and female character in “Friends” season 7, and to 
explain why male and female characters in “Friends” season 7 used 
particular of refusal strategies. 
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Table 4.1 Refusal Strategies Used by Female Characters in 
“Friends” Season 7 
Name Types of refusal Reason 
S OAA DA PTB DD A E I Sup-Sub Sub-Sup Equal 
Phoebe - 1 - 2 7 - - - - - 10 
Monica 1 - 1 4 6 3 1 2 - - 18 
Rachel 1 - - 2 1 2 - 6 - - 12 
Melannie - - - - 1 - - 1 - - 2 
 
1. Be silent, hesitate, show lack of enthusiasm 
10|E1|S|Mon|Phoe|00:04:51,251|Equal| 
Phoebe: If you’d let me finish, it goes on to say that he’s probably 
not gay 
Monica: (Shakes her head) 
The description of the data 
The conversation happens in the living room. Monica and 
Phoebe are in the same room. Actually, they are close friend and 
always have a good relationship. However, they have a little 
problem with their relationship since Phoebe sings a song about 
Chandler. Phoebe wants to sing in Monica’s wedding. Phoebe 
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believes that Chandler is gay, because Chandler never makes a 
great decision for his relationship with Monica. Chandler is 
Monica’s boyfriend.  
The analysis of refusal 
By being silent and shakes her head, Monica shows that she 
is lack of enthusiasm to what Phoebe sings to her. Phoebe sings a 
song about Chandler, she believes that Chandler is gay because he 
never makes a great decision for his relationship with Monica. But, 
Monica does not say anything and walks away from her. It means 
that Monica refuses what Phoebe wants from her indirectly. Being 
silent and leaving someone is an impolite way to refuse something. 
However, it is Monica to do that because they have same status 
scale. The indirectness is used because Monica wants to increase 
the forces of her message that she is not interested in what Phoebe 
talks about. 
74|E8|S|Rach|Chand|00:08:38,364|Equal 
Chandler: And I don’t want you guys to hate me, but I don’t 
think I can be around that dog anymore, okay? So either the dog 
goes or I go. 
Rachel : (Rachel keeps silent) 
  The description of data  
The conversation between Chandler and Rachel, it happens 
in their apartment. Chandler is looking a dog in Phoebe’s bedroom. 
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Chandler is very afraid with dog because he has an allergic with a 
dog. Phoebe brings a dog in her room, and Chandler starts to 
sneeze. Chandler asks to Rachel who brings the dog in their 
apartment. Rachel does not answer. 
The analysis of refusal 
By saying nothing, Rachel shows that she lacks of 
enthusiasm to what Chandler asks to her. Chandler asks Rachel not 
to bring a dog in their apartment. He is worried if Rachel brings 
something that can make Chandler in dangerous situation. Rachel 
knows that Phoebe brings a dog in her room, but she never talks it 
with Chandler, she does not say anything to Chandler and walks 
away from him. It means that Rachel refuses indirectly. Being 
silent to someone is an impolite way to refuse something. It is fine 
for Rachel, because Rachel and Chandler has an equal status. The 
indirectness is used because Rachel wants to increase the forces of 
her message with Chandler. 
2. Offer an alternative 
1|E1|OAA|Phoe|Ross|00:00:39,694|Equal 
Ross: Can I bring her? 
Phoebe: Let her stay. It’s sweet. 
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The description of data 
The conversation is between Ross and Phoebe. It happens 
in their apartment and all friends in the same room. At the same 
time, Monica is very happy because her boyfriend asked her to 
marry. She is very excited and speaks louder in the ballroom, until 
all drivers on the street hear her voice. Ross is very excited too, 
because Monica and Rachel are sibling.  
The analysis of refusal 
By saying “Let her stay in. It’s sweet”. Phoebe shows her 
refusal indirectly. Monica is very noisy and disturbs all drivers at 
outside. Ross asks Phobe to bring Monica in. Indirectly, Phoebe 
refuses Ross suggestion. Phoebe also gives alternative answer to 
Ross, because at the time, everything that happens to Monica is 
sweet. 
3. Delaying answer 
8|E1|DA|Mon|Chand|00:03:43,567|Equal| 
Chandler: What I mean? 
Monica: Yeah, but I don’t think we have time. 
The description of data 
The conversation is between Chandler and Monica, they are 
soulmate. They plan for their engagement, after walks with all their 
friends about their plan, they walk to their bedroom. Chandler 
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starts open the blanket and says “Know what I mean?”. It looks 
that he wants to give a code to Monica for a sex activity for a night, 
but Monica refuses it. 
The analysis of refusal 
By saying “ Yeah, but I don’t think we have time”. Monica 
shows the refusal indirectly. she refuses Chandler’s request by 
giving postponement or delaying answer. Monica gives an 
expectation for Chandler by delaying her action. It means that 
Monica will give a sex activity for Chandler. Monica shows 
indirect way to refuse because she does not want to hurt Chandler 
and keep their relationship. Besides, the indirectness is used to 
increase the force of her message that she will give a sex activity 
for Chandler. 
4. Put the blame on a third party or something over which you 
have no control 
4|E1|PTB|Rach|Phoe|00:02:25,288|Equal| 
Phoebe: Hve you decide on a band for the wedding, because I’m 
kind of musical. 
Rachel: She got engaged a few hours ago, I doubt she’s had time 
to think. 
 
The description of data 
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The conversation happens between Phoebe and Rachel, 
after Monica’s engagement party. Phoebe offers Monica to choose 
Phoebe sings in her wedding. Monica says nothing and Rachel 
answers Phoebe’s question. 
The analysis of refusal 
Rachel refuses Phoebe’s request indirectly by blaming on 
the third party. Rachel puts the blame on the situation, because 
Rachel thinks that it is fast to talk about band in Monica’s 
wedding. Monica got engaged for a few hours ago and Rachel 
thinks it is not good time to talk about this, because Monica has 
very long time to think about that. The indirectness is used to 
increase the force her message that Phoebe and Monica can talks 
about band for another time. There is no social distance between 
Rachel and Phoebe. 
21|E2|PTB|Mon|Phoe|00:13:16,485|Equal 
Phoebe: Why don’t you pay for it yourself? 
Monica: How, I don’t have any money. 
The description of data 
Monica and Chandler who begin to plan their wedding and 
run into financial problems. At the time, Phoebe and Monica talk 
about plan of Monica’s wedding party. Monica talks about 
financial problem to Phoebe about her wedding. Phoebe suggests 
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Monica to pay all the things in her wedding with her own money. 
Monica just speaks louder while she refuses it. 
The analysis of data  
By saying “How, I don’t have any money”. Monica refuses 
Phoebe’s advices to pay all things in her wedding by her own 
money. She blames the condition, because she does not have any 
money for pay it. Monica becomes angry when Phoebe asks her to 
pay all. Monica refuses indirectly by putting blame on the third 
party. She blames the condition of herself that she does not have 
any money. Monica uses an indirect way to refuse in order to 
express her feeling. 
Other data: 
30|E3|PTB|Phoe|Ross|00:17:10,852| 
31|E4|PTB|Mon|Chan|00:05|47,043| 
54|E6|PTB|Phoe|Rach|00:07:40,649| 
60|E7|PTB|Rach|Joey|00:00:42,931| 
76|E9|PTB|Mon|Neig|00:10:33,004| 
77|E9|PTB|Mon|Chan|00:11:17,486| 
5. Avoidance  
15|E1|A|Mon|Rach|00:12:51,401|Equal 
Rachel: Monica, this is ridiculous. 
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Monica: I don’t want to talk about it. I don’t. Especially with 
you. 
 
The description of data 
One a time, Monica opens the door. She is shocked to see 
Rachel and Ross kissing at the threshold. (Monica: I’m sorry, I 
seem to have opened the door to the past). Monica says it because 
Ross is Rachel’s ex-boyfriend. Rachel walks to Monica and try to 
apologize. Monica always refuse that and she is angry because of 
that. 
The analysis of data 
Monica shows that she refuses Rachel’s request indirectly. 
Monica is very angry because she dislikes about their relationship. 
At the same time, Monica prepares her engagement party. She 
refuses to talks about Rachel and Ross relationship, and she refuses 
to talks with Rachel. She avoids answering directly. It is done 
because Monica dislikes if Ross and Rachel have a relationship 
again. 
32|E4|A|Mon|Chan|00:05:56,61|Equal| 
Chandler: Secret? Married people aren’t supposed to have secrets. 
Monica: We love and respect one another too much, but still no. 
The description of data 
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The conversation happens in the living room. Phoebe and 
Monica come into the apartment with whispering each other, and 
Chandler sees about it, he asks Monica what thing that she talks 
with Phoebe. Chandler wants to know what they talk about, but 
Monica still refuses to answer. 
The analysis of refusal 
The answer of Monica shows that she refuses Chandler 
request indirectly. Chandler asks Monica to give information about 
that secret, because Chandler thinks that no secret for married 
people. Chandler still asks the question but Monica still saying that 
it is a secret. It means that Monica refuses request indirectly. She 
avoids to answer directly. It is done because Monica refuses 
Chandler’s question to make sure that their relationship are safe. 
Monica has a decision that she does not tell that thing with him. 
Other data: 
22|E2|A|Mon|Chan|00:13:52,125|Equal| 
25|E3|A|Rach|Chan|00:00:12,002|Equal| 
6. Divert and Distract the Addressee 
6|E1|DD|Mon|Phoe|00:02:36,281|Equal| 
Phoebe: Have you decided on a band for the wedding, because I’m 
kind of musical. 
Monica: We should get dressed up and go have champagne at the 
plaza. 
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The description of data 
The conversation happens in the living room, the 
conversation are between Phoebe and Monica. Phoebe wants to 
play music in Monica’s wedding. Monica and Phoebe have no 
social distance, but they have a little problem with their 
relationship. Phoebe loves a music and she hopes that she can play 
the music in her friend wedding, but Monica refuses that. 
  The analysis of refusal  
  Monica refuses Phoebe’s request indirectly. She refuses the 
request by diverting and distracting the addressee. Monica does not 
want to talk about it because she got engaged for a few hours ago, 
she thinks that very fast to talk about it. Monica uses divert and 
distract the addressee because Monica and Phoebe are close friend. 
Monica refuses Phoebe’s question more polite. Monica does not 
want Phoebe become sad. 
23|E2|DD|Mon|Chan|00:14:11,128|Equal| 
Chandler: Look Mon. I’ve been saving this money for six years. And I 
have some of it earmarked for the future, not just for a party. 
Monica: Sweetie, this is the most special day of our lives. 
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The description of data 
The conversation happens between Chandler and Monica 
who plan their wedding. They have a financial probem for their 
wedding. They talk about their wedding plan. Monica wants a big 
wedding party and of course, it will spend a lot of money. Chandler 
does not agree with Monica’s decision. Monica always makes sure 
that Chandler has to agree with her decision. 
The analysis of refusal 
In the conversation above, Chandler suggets Monica to 
make a simple wedding party, because Chandler saved his money 
for six years. He will spend his money for his next life after 
marriage, not just for a party, but Monica always refuse that by 
saying “Sweetie, this is the most special day of our lives.” It means 
Monica refuses for a simple wedding party, because she wants a 
big wedding party. Monica thinks that wedding is important and 
special day in her life. So, she wants a perfect wedding party in her 
special day. It will spend  a lot of money to make it real. Monica 
uses distract and divert the addressee to show her feeling that she is 
very excited for her wedding party. 
Others data: 
24|E2|DD|Mon|Chan|00:14:17,442|Equal| 
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79|E9|DD|Phoe|Ross|00:12:03,410|Equal| 
2|E1|DD|Mon|Chan|00:00:49,369|Equal| 
3|E1|DD|Mon|Driv|00:00:53,446|Equal| 
5|E1|DD|Phoe|Rach|00:02:28,689|Equal| 
19|E2|DD|Rach|Joe|00:04:18,568|Equal| 
20|E2|DD|Phoe|Ross|00:06:25,281|Equal| 
33|E4|DD|Mon|Chan|00:06:05,884|Equal| 
41|E5|DD|Mel|Rach|00:04:52,161|Equal| 
46|E5|DD|Phoe|Ross|00:11:00,084|Equal| 
50|E6|DD|Phoe|Rach|00:00:47,926|Equal| 
71|E8|DD|Phoe|Mon|00:06:16,969|Equal| 
78|E9|DD||Phoe|Ross|00:11:48,810|Equal| 
7. Say what’s offered is inappropriate 
9|E1|I|Mon|Phoe|00:04:46,771| 
Phoebe: Check it out. I could play this while the guests are coming 
in,okay. 
Monica: Phoebe, no 
The description of data 
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The conversation happens in the living room, while Phoebe 
stays with her guitar and prepares special for Monica’s wedding 
soon. Phoebe is very excited to sing. At the time, Phoebe imagines 
that many guests coming in the wedding and she starts to sing a 
song. The song is about Chandler and Monica love journey. 
Monica does not hear that because Monica thinks that Phoebe’s 
voice is very bad and suggets Phoebe to be silent. 
The analysis of refusal 
By saying “Phoebe, no!”, it means Monica refuses 
Phoebe’s request, Monica gives advice for Phoebe to silent, 
because Phoebe has a bad voice and Monica does not tell it with 
Phoebe. Monica and Phoebe have no social distance, they have 
been together for a long time as a friend. Monica does not want to 
give a bad word to Phoebe. Monica refuses indirectly for Phoebe’s 
request by say what’s offered is innapropriate and she wants 
Phoebe to silent. 
 
11|E1|1|Rach|Ross|00:07:01,442| 
Ross: Hey, you know what we never did? 
Rachel: Oh no,no,not that. 
The description of data  
The conversation happens in front of the door at the apartment. At 
the outside, Rachel meets Ross, Ross is ex-boyfriend from Rachel. 
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Rachel is very shy when she looks at Ross, and Ross too. Ross starts 
talking about their past moment, while they had a love relationship. 
Rachel still remembers what Ross talks about. Ross asks Rachel for 
one night with him, but Rachel refuses that. Ross calls it as bonus 
night. 
The analysis of refusal  
By saying “Oh, no, no, not that” , it means Rachel refuses Ross’s 
request indirectly. They ever have a love relationship, Ross and Rachel 
are close friend too, they finished their relationship because Monica 
and Chandler have a relationship first. Rachel wants Ross be a friend 
like another. The refusal shows because when Ross asks for a bonus 
night, Rachel refuses it. Rachel refuses that because no love 
relationship between them. Rachel does not give one night for Ross, 
her ex-boyfriend. 
Other data: 
14|E1|I|Mon|Phoe|00:12:45,329|Equal| 
17|E1|I|Rach|Ross|00:18:34,040| Equal| 
49|E6|I|Rach|Phoe|00:00:34,441| Equal| 
52|E6|I|Rach|Phoe|00:03:30,607| Equal| 
53|E6|I|Rach|Phoe|00:07:36,972| Equal| 
59|E7|I|Rach|Joe|00:00:31,364| Equal| 
61|E7|I|Rach|Joe|00:00:59,009| Equal| 
8. General acceptance with excuses 
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72|E8|E|Mon|Phoe|00:06:49,931| 
Phoebe: May I please stay with you nice people? 
Monica: I wish he could stay but Chandler’s allergic. 
 
 
The description of data 
The conversation happens in the living room, Phoebe sleeps in her 
bedroom. At the same time, Chandler comes  in the living room, and 
he starts to sneeze. Chandler asks to everyone who brings a dog in 
there. Everyone in the room does not answer his question. Chandler 
hears a dog’s voice from Phoebe’s bedroom. Monica walks to 
Phoebe’s bedroom and Phoebe hugs her dog. Monica becomes panic 
because Chandler is allergic to dog. 
The analysis of refusal  
Phoebe and Monica are close friend, by saying “I wish he could 
stay, but Chandler’s allergic”. Monica refuses indirectly and more 
polite because they are close friend. Monica refuses to keep the dog in 
their apartment because Chandler has allergic to dog. If the dog stays 
in their apartment, it will make Chandler stays sneeze also. Monica 
refuses Phoebe’s request more polite and give some advices for her to 
take out the dog from apartment. Monica says that the dog could stay 
in their apartment but Chandler has allergic to dog. 
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Table 4.2 Refusal Strategies Used by Male Characters in “Friends” 
Season 7 
Name Types of refusal Reason 
S OAA PTB DD A E I Sup-Sub Sub-Sup Equal 
Ross - - - 1 - - 8 - - 9 
Joey - 1 - 5 1 2 7 - 2 14 
Chandler  1 1 4 1 - - 4 - - 10 
Tag  - - - - - - 1 - - 2 
Terry - - - - - - 1 1 - - 
 
1. Be silent, hesitate, show a lack of enthusiasm 
51|E6|S|Chan|Ross|00:02:41,924|Equal| 
Joey: Yeah, Die Hard ! 
Ross: Die Hard ! 
Chandler: (says nothing) 
The description of data  
The conversation happens in the living room, Ross and Joe 
play a game and they are very excited to play that. At the same 
time, Chandler stucks in his problem, the financial problem for his 
wedding with Monica. Joey, Ross and Chandler are close friend. 
Chandler is very stressful because of financial problem. His friend 
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just speak louder and say “Die Hard!” and Chandler is  more stress 
to hear that word. 
The analysis of refusal 
By saying nothing, Chandler shows that he lacks of 
enthusiasm to what Ross talks to him. His friend, Ros and Joey are 
very happy, and it is different with him, because he stucks with 
financial problem for his wedding. By silent, Chandler refuses 
indirectly more polite. Because at the same time, Chandler wants 
his friend know what he feels, but he does not tell with Ross and 
Joey. 
2. Offer an alternative 
7|E1|OAA|Chan|Mon|00:03:32,728|Equal| 
Monica : You’re not getting dressed. 
Chandler : (Chandler open the blanket) 
The description of data 
The conversation happens in Monica’s bedroom, after talks 
about their wedding. They walks to their bedroom to getting 
dressed before sleep. Chandler is laying on Monica’s bed and 
looking at Monica. Monica asks Chandler to getting dressed, but 
Chandler refuses that by gives a code, the code is Chandler opens 
the blanket. 
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The analysis of refusal 
By open the blanket, Chandler refuses Monica’s request 
indirectly. Monica asks Chandler to getting dressed before sleep, 
but Chandler refuses that by open the blanket, it means Chandler 
refuses to getting dressed and Chandler wants one night with 
Monica.  
Other data: 
35|E4|OAA|Joe|Terr|Sub-Sup| 
3. Put the blame on a third party or something over which you 
have no control 
26|E3|PTB|Chan|Phoe|00:01:55,404|Equal| 
Phoebe : What do you want for an engagement gift? 
Chandler : That’s okay, we’re not having a party. 
The description of data  
The conversation happens in the living room, the 
conversation are between Phoebe and Chandler. Before Monica’s 
engagement party, Phoebe asks to Monica, what she wants for 
engagement gift. Chandler refuses about Phoebe’s offer about gift. 
The analysis of refusal 
By saying “That’s okay, we’re not having a party”, it 
means Chandler refuses Phoebe’s request indirectly. Chandler and 
Phoebe are close friend. When Phoebe asks Monica about the gift, 
Chandler gives fast answer, and the answer means that Monica and 
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Chandler not having engagement party. Chandler gives explanation 
for Phoebe that they do not need a gift. Chandler refuses Phoebe’s 
request by putting blame on a third party. 
Other data: 
58|E6|PTB|Chan|Mon|00:09:54,651|Equal| 
68|E8|PTB|Chan|Mon|00:03:13,085|Equal| 
75|E9|PTB|Chan|Neigh|00:06:46,291|Equal| 
4. Avoidance  
48|E5|A|Joe|Rach|00:14:15,327|Equal| 
Phoebe: Will you talk to him? 
Joey: I don’t know. Rach. 
The description of data  
The conversation happens in the living room between 
Rachel and Joey, they are close friend as brother and sister, they 
tell anything with another. Rachel wants a date with Tag, her 
assistant in her office. Rachel wants Joey to help her. Rachel 
suggests Joey to talk with Tag that Rachel wants a date with him, 
because Rachel does not want to tell it by herself.  
The analysis of refusal 
By saying “I don’t know, Rach”, Joey refuses Rachel’s 
request indirectly. Joey and Rachel are close friend. Joey avoids to 
answer Rachel’s request because Joey never meet with Tag before. 
By refusing Rachel’s request, Joey gives code that he does not 
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wants to talk about that thing. Joey suggests Rachel does not date 
with Tag. 
5. Divert and Distract the addresse 
44|E5|DD|Ross|Phoe|00:10:35,562| 
Phoebe : Look, Kyle just told me some really bad stuff about her. 
Ross : Thank you for warning me. At breakfast, I’ll be on alert 
for room painting and sex weapons. 
The description of data  
The conversation happens in their apartment, the 
conversation is between Ross and Phoebe. Ross meets with 
beautiful girl,Whitney. At the same time, Phoebe talks a bad thing 
about her to Ross. Phoebe does not like about her, because she 
wears a bad stuff. Phoebe gives warning for Ross to go away from 
Whitney. Phoebe says that Whitney uses sex as a weapon to get a 
man. 
The analysis of refusal 
By saying “ thank you for warning me. At the breakfast, I’ll 
be on alert for room painting and sex weapons”, it means Ross 
refuses Phoebe’s request indirectly. Ross and Whitney are close 
friend, and they know about each other. So, Ross refuses all 
opinions from Phoebe about whitney, because he knows all about 
Whitney before her. Ross refuses by distract and divert by 
addressee. 
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Other data: 
29|E3|DD|Joe|Rach|00:07:34,732|Equal| 
38|E4|DD|Joe|Ter|00:09:18,002|Sub-Sup| 
63|E7|DD|Joe|Phoe|00:06:34,289|Equal| 
64|E7|DD|Joe|Phoe|00:06:43,211|Equal| 
6. Say what’s offered is inappropriate 
55|E6|I|Ross|Joe|00:08:18,650|Equal| 
Joey: Hey, Ross. Look, I think we need to talk about before. 
Ross: No. No, we don’t 
The description of data  
The conversation happens in Joey’s bedroom, the 
conversation are between Ross and Joey. Ross and Joey are close 
friend, spend all their time together. They share anything. They 
take care of each other. At the time, Ross and Joey are taking nap 
together, Joey feels that it is the best nap ever have. Joey asks Ross 
to taking nap together again. Joey talks about the best nap but Ross 
refuses to continue the conversation. 
The analysis of refusal  
By saying “No, no, We don’t”, Joey asks Ross to get nap 
together again. Joey feels that it is the best nap ever have. Joey 
asks Ross to taking nap together again. Joey talks about the best 
nap but Ross refuses to continue the conversation. It shows that 
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Ross refuses the request indirectly by say what’s offered is 
inappropriate. The indirectness is used to express feeling. Ross 
refuses Joey’s request and chooses to stop the conversation 
between them. 
56|E6|I|Ross|Joe|00:08:37,851|Equal| 
Joey: Come on, admit it. That was the best nap you ever 
had. 
Ross: I’ve had better. 
The description of data 
The conversation happens in Joey’s bedroom, the 
conversation are between Ross and Joey. Ross and Joey are close 
friend, spend all their time together. They share anything. They are 
taking care each other. At the time, Ross and Joey are taking nap 
together, Joey feels that it is the best nap ever have. Joey asks Ross 
to taking nap together again. Joey talks about the best nap but Ross 
refuses to continue the conversation. 
The analysis of refusal 
The the conversation above, by saying “I’ve had better”.  
Joey asks Ross to get nap together again. Joey feels that it is the 
best nap ever have. Joey asks Ross to take a nap together again. 
Joey talks about the best nap but Ross refuses to continue the 
conversation. It shows that Ross refuses the request indirectly by 
say what is offered is inappropriate. The indirectness is used to 
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express feeling. Ross refuses Joey’s request and chooses to stop the 
conversation between them and Ross refuses that request by saying 
that he had a better nap but without Joey. 
 
Other data: 
12|E1|I|Ross|Rach|00:07:20,448|Equal| 
13|E1|I|Ross|Rach|00:07:37,729| Equal| 
16|E1|I|Chan|Phoe|00:15:26,008| Equal| 
18|E2|I|Chan|Joe|00:03:25,323| Equal| 
27|E3|I|Chan|Phoe|00:05:38,529| Equal| 
28|E3|I|Joe|Ross|00:06:31,850| Equal| 
34|E4|I|Chan|Mon|00:06:07,770| Equal| 
36|E4|I|Joey|Ter|00:08:53,562|Sub-Sup| 
37|E4|I|Joe|Ter|00:09:03,970|Sub-Sup| 
39|E4|I|Ter|Joe|00:17:57,048|Sup-Sub| 
40|E4|I|Tag|Rach|00:20:27,325| Equal| 
42|E5|I|Ross|Phoe|00:08:46,523| Equal| 
43|E5|I|Ross|Phoe|00:08:54,451| Equal| 
45|E5|I|Ross|Phoe|00:10:44,965| Equal| 
47|E5|I|Joe|Rach|00:13:19,006| Equal| 
57|E6|I|Ross|Joe|00:08:58,684| Equal| 
62|E7|I|Joe|Phoe|00:06:29,681| Equal| 
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7. General acceptance with excuses 
66|E7|E|Joe|Rach|00:07:01,124| 
Rachel: She’s so cool. She speaks four languages. 
Joey: We had a very good time, but I don’t see it going anywhere. 
The description of data 
The conversation happens in the living room, between 
Rachel, Joey, and Phoebe. Rachel has a bestfriend, and she asks 
Joey to marry her. Rachel always talks about her bestfriend’s good 
side. Rachel always gives information about her for Joey. Joey 
always walks away from Rachel and he does not notice what 
Rachel is talking about. 
The analysis of refusal 
By saying “We had a very good time, but I don’t see it 
going anywhere.” It means Joey and that girl are close friend, but 
Joey does not want marry her, because they are just close friend. 
Rachel suggets Joey to marry her because Rachel thinks that her 
friend is smart for Joey. General acceptance with excuse is used to 
refuse more polite because Joey and Rachel are close friend too. It 
has a purpose that to limit Rachel’s disappointed when Joey refuses 
to marry her. 
Other data: 
70|E8|E|Joe|Chan|00:04:00,281|Equal| 
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2. THE REASON MALE AND FEMALE CHARACTERS IN 
FRIENDS SEASON 7 USED REFUSAL STRATEGIES 
There are several reasons why the characters in “Friends” 
apply each kind of way to express the refusal. The female character 
often refuses by divert and distract the addressee, and male 
character often refuses by say what’s offered inappropriate. The 
character chooses to perform the refusal indirectly because they 
want to maintain a harmonious relationship with whom they talk 
to. Other reasons are being polite and showing respect, increasing 
the force of one’s message, and expressing feeling. 
The indirect refusals divided into be silent, hesitate, show a 
lack of enthusiasm; offer an alternative; postponement (delaying 
answer); put the blame on third party or something over which you 
have no control; avoidance; divert and distract the addressee; say 
what’s offered is inappropriate; general acceptance with excuses. 
The refusal is performed indirectly by male and female character 
because of some reasons. The reason is social dimension of 
communication between speaker and hearer. The indirectness is 
used by the speaker aims at showing respect and politeness. It 
occurs in the conversation in which there is a relation between all 
characters. 
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B. DISCUSSION 
This subchapter is discussion. It presents some findings. 
The result of the analysis shows that there are several kinds of 
refusal strategies employed by male and female character in 
Friends season 7. The researcher focuses on season 7, a season 
including 24 episodes. She minimizes to analyze the data, because 
the researcher found same pattern in each data. The total number of 
refusal are 79 data. The refusal is classified into refusal by male 
and female character. The research focuses to analyze about 
indirect refusal by male and female character and the reason they 
use refusal strategies. 
The indirect refusal divided into be silent, hesitate, show a 
lack of enthusiasm; offer an alternative; postponement (delaying 
answer); put the blame on third party or something over which you 
have no control; avoidance; divert and distract the addressee; say 
what’s offered is inappropiates; general acceptance with excuses. 
The refusal is performed indirectly by male and female character 
because of some reasons. The indirectness is used by the speaker 
aims at showing respect and politeness. It occurs in the 
conversation in which there is a relation between all characters. 
At the research, female character used many kinds of refusal 
strategies than male character. Female character used 8 kinds of 
refusal strategies and male character used 7 kinds of refusal 
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strategies. Female character often refuses a request by distract and 
divert to addressee and male character often refuses a request by 
say what’s offered is inappropriate. It means all characters in 
Friends season 7 are close friend, there is no social distance 
between them. They refuse indirectly to show that they refuse with 
polite to minimize their friend disappointed. 
The example dialouge from Friends season 7: 
Chandler: We should tell each other everything. I don’t have a 
secret  from you. 
Monica: Really? So tell me what happened to Ross, junior year at 
Disneyland. 
The conversation happens in the living room, after 
Chandler sees Monica and Phoebe are whispering. Chandler asks 
monica for something that they talk about, but Monica refuses to 
answer that, and Monica says to Chandler that it is a secret 
between Monica and Phoebe. Monica and Chandler are close 
friend, they have a love relationship. Monica and Chandler got 
engaged, Chandler says to Monica that married people have no 
secret with other. Chandler always asks that to Monica, but when 
Chandler gives his question, Monica also gives Chandler some 
questions about what happen with Ross in Disneyland. There is no 
answer from Chandler, because there is secret between Ross and 
Chandler. Chandler does not want to tell it with Monica. Monica 
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gives Chandler some questions, it means Monica refuses to share 
the secret with Chandler, because Monica and Phoebe have to keep 
the secret from Chandler. Monica refuses indirectly by divert and 
distract to addressee, it is still to minimize Chandler’s disappointed 
and keep their relationship. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
A. CONCLUSION 
The last chapter describes some conclusions that are drawn from 
data analysis in Chapter IV. The conclusions become the answers of the 
problem statements that are raised in the first chapter. 
The conclusions are as follow: 
1. There are eight kinds of refusal strategies which are employed 
by female character in Friends season 7 namely: be silent, 
hesitate, lack of enthusiasm; offer an alternative; postponement 
(delaying answer); put the blame on third party or something 
over which you have no control; avoidance; divert and distract 
the addressee; and general acceptance with excuses. There are 
seven kinds of refusal strategies which are employed by male 
character in “Friends” namely be silent, hesitate, lack of 
enthusiasm; offer an alternative; put the blame on third party or 
something over which you have no control; avoidance; divert 
and distract the addressee; and general acceptance with 
excuses. 
2. There are several reasons why the male and female characters 
in Friends season 7 apply each kind of way to express the 
refusal. The characters perform the refusal indirectly because 
they want to maintain a harmonious relationship with whom 
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they talk to. Other reasons are being polite and showing 
respect, increasing the force of one’s message, and expressing 
feeling. They have a reason to refuse something because of the 
social dimension between speaker and hearer, because if 
someone have different social status, it mean influences how 
that people talks with others. 
B. RECOMMENDATION 
A refusal usually makes an unpleasant feeling. It contradict with 
the expectation of the hearer. Most people only know that the way to 
refuse is by saying “No”. But, there are many ways to refuse actually. 
Therefore, it is important for the readers to know the strategies of 
expressing refusal so that they can apply it properly in order not to hurt the 
hearer since the expression has a possibility of offending the hearer. For 
other researchers who are interested in conducting a research about refusal 
strategies, the researcher suggests using other source of data such as drama 
and novel to be analyzed since film or series have been taken as source of 
data for some researchers. 
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